Music and Shape
Dr Helen Daynes

What do we want to know?
• Do performing musicians use the idea of
‘shape’ or ‘shaping’ music?
• How do they use these ideas?
• Do the ways in which these ideas are used
differ between different musicians?

Our approaches
• Documentary evidence
• Questionnaire study
• Interview study

Documentary evidence
Composers
Musicologists

Choreographers

Music and Shape

Performers

Critics

Choreographers

Musicologists
• ‘Shape’ as ‘form?
– Spatial representation of musical form?

• Melodic shape?
• Geometry?

Composers
• Mahnkopf , Cox and Schurig (eds.) (2004)
Musical Morphology
– Shape as surface features that are associated with
meaning

• Cassidy (2004)
– Links between musical shapes and physical
gestures of their creation

• Claren (2004)
– Music with shape has continuity

• Corbett (2004) and Schurig (2004)
– Musical shape as an interaction between the
music and the mind

Composers
• Frederic Chopin (Sand, in Eigeldinger, 1997)
– ‘Chopin ... is at the piano and does not observe
that we are listening to him. He improvises as if
haphazardly. He stops. “What’s this, what’s
this?”, exclaims Delacroix, “you haven’t finished
it!”
“It hasn’t begun. Nothing’s coming to me ...
Nothing but reflections, shadows, shapes that
won’t settle. I’m looking for the colour, but I
can’t even find the outline.”’

Composers
• Benjamin Britten
• ‘I never, never, start a work without
having a very, very, clear conception
of what that work is going to be.
Err ... When I say conception, I
don’t mean, necessarily tunes, or
specific rhythms, or harmonies,
or... old fashioned things like that,
but I mean the actual ... shape of
the music, the kind of music it’s
going to be, rather than the actual
notes ...’
• ‘... I know that the first drafts for
The Turn of the Screw were in what
one would call then the normal
three-act form ... and ... even I
think, the libretto was written in
that shape ...’

Critics
• Performance ‘taking shape’

David Nice, Gramophone, May 1994, p. 28

Critics
• Shape as ‘form’
D.F. Gramophone, October 1983, p. 106

S.P. Gramophone, August 1965, p. 55

M.H. Gramophone, August 1972, p. 89
M.M. Gramophone, December 1971, p. 92

Critics
• Shape as ‘expression’

T.H. Gramophone, July 1954, p. 25
A.R. Gramophone, April 1947, p. 7

Nalen Anthoni, Gramophone,
September 2008, p. 65

Critics
• The music has shape

W. R. Anderson, Gramophone, March 1934, p. 32

A.P. Gramophone, August 1957, p. 11
A.W. Gramophone, August 1981, p. 62

Michael Quinn’ Gramophone, May 1999, p. 74.

Critics
• The performer shapes the music

A.S. Gramophone, September 1988, p. 44

S.P. Gramophone, August 1965, p. 55

Critics
• ‘Wrong’ musical shape

R.O. Gramophone, September 1980, p. 34

S.P. Gramophone, November 1962, p. 68

D.S. Gramophone, July 1961, p. 26

A.P. Gramophone, March 1956, p. 21

Performers
• ‘With Vivaldi there are so many possibilities to shape the music. Take the
slow movement of No 11, the D major. After four days of rehearsals, a
concert, and five days of recording, we were so played-in together that it
felt like we could just do a jam session, and a nice slow movement would
come out of it. And that's actually the feel of that movement. It's my
favourite thing on the disc. It really feels like we just grasped the moment.
And then we actually repeat it, which is a bit naughty, because Vivaldi
didn't write a repeat. But at the time I thought, it's so lovely, and it's so
short, my goodness, we just must do it again! So we repeated it, and the
second time the harpsichord joins in. I just loved that atmosphere of
exploration.’
• ‘Another instance is the second movement of No 2, the E minor. At one
point I have three beats by myself as a soloist, so I just took that quite
freely. I wanted the contrast between pulse and freedom to be really strong,
so I played around with the timing quite a bit. In rehearsal I tried to do it
differently every time, so the orchestra would never, ever get hooked on
thinking 'OK, so she's going to play it there' — so it would never actually
sound stale, and never, ever sound planned. So you get that freshness in
the playing, where people are listening to what you're doing — and you can
actually hear that in the sound.
Rachel Podger, Baroque Violinist, Gramophone, May 2003, p. 15.

Performers
• ‘You work closely with Adès — how much influence did
you have on the work?
• ‘There is a lot of me in there. I didn't have any influence
over the structure or shape of the piece, but I know that
he had my playing in mind when he wrote it. It was like
having a mirror held up to my playing because he could
see things about my playing, and what I might be able to
do, that I didn't know myself.’

Anthony Marwood, violinist. Gramophone, March 2008,
p. 15

Performers

• Gramophone, June 1955, p. 94

Performers using the idea of shape

Performers using the idea of shape

Performers using the term ‘shape’

Performers using the term shape

Documentary evidence
• Summary of findings:
– Spontaneous references to the term ‘shape’ and
to the idea of shape
– Links between music and movement
– Shape in relation musical form/structure
– Shape in relation to expression

Questionnaire
• Open-ended and closed-response questions
• Administered via Survey Monkey
• Snowballing

Questionnaire: results as of 24/02/10
• 172 completed
questionnaires
– 43% male
– 57% female

Age of respondents

Respondents’ instrument family

Types of music performed

How would you describe your status
as a musical performer?
Musical occupation

Frequency

Percentage

Student

44

25.6

An amateur, intermediate-level performer

25

14.5

44

25.6

61

35.5

33

19.2

24

14

(none, or a very low proportion of your income comes from performing
activities; you are a capable player, but not of professional standards)

An amateur, professional-standard performer
(none, or a very low proportion of your income comes from performing
activities; you are a highly capable player of professional standards)

A professional performer
(a substantial part of your income comes from performing activities)

An instrumental or peripatetic teacher
(teaching mostly beginner or intermediate-level pupils, e.g. of up to
ABRSM Grade 8 standard)

An instrumental or peripatetic teacher
(teaching mostly advanced pupils, e.g. of above ABRSM Grade 8
standard)

Thinking about shape
• 90.1% (154) of respondents think about
shape when thinking about how to perform
music
• 83.8% (140) of respondents think about
shape when talking with others about how
to perform music

Links between music and shape
• ‘Phrase’ or ‘phrasing’ (48 references)
– ‘shape can help define a phrase and make it
sound different than any other part of the
music.’
– ‘how one treats series of notes to make a phrase;
the contour of that phrase, and its relation to
other phrases ...’
– ‘phrasing and its constituent parts of the
dynamic and temporal shaping’

Links between music and shape
• Form or structure (41 references)
– ‘It is also possible to think of higher structural
levels in terms of shape - the shape of a section,
where repeated material is used and how a
section or movement is structured, its
shape/narrative/form.’
– ‘I think shape also comes into play when
referring to form; how the music is structured’
– ‘Music needs shape, or else it makes no sense:
one must clearly define the structure of the
piece one is playing.’

Links between music and shape
• Dynamics (38 references)
– ‘Can be used to ... reflect the shades of dynamic
variation that come through in the playing’
– ‘to dynamics - 'shape of dynamics' ’
– ‘Shaping of individual phrases, but almost
exclusively linked to dynamic (ie < >)’

Links between music and shape
• Pitch height or melody (32 references)
– ‘the (melodic) rise and fall’
– ‘Melodic rising and falling in phrases’
– ‘When I think about the shape of the music I do
it in two ways. Firstly, the profile of the line or
melody: how long is it? Does it curve or arch?’

• Contour (30 references)
– ‘the contour of that phrase’
– ‘They must be shaped by rising and falling
inflection and differences in tone and colour.’

Links between music and shape
• Shape as multi-faceted (22 references)
– ‘All music has shape. Every note falls on a line that
is either intensifying, releasing, or staying constant
- these fluctuations create a shape. Dynamics,
phrasing, articulation, timbre, rhythm, and pitch
all modulate the shape, as do similar elements in
painting.’
– ‘Music is full of shape. The melodic shape, the
dynamic shape, the shape of the notes on the page,
the stylistic shape...’
– ‘The link is everywhere, in structure, in melody, in
dynamics, in character. In the end, musical
notation is itself descriptive of shapes in music.’

Links between music and shape
• Shape as analogy or metaphor (21
references)
– ‘If there is a link, it would be in how one makes
metaphors for sound; “that's too vertical; that
phrase is flat, play that with a rounder sound,
make that edgy, etc...”’
– ‘The idea of shape is a metaphorical device that
can describe both physical sound and
intellectual/emotional attitude.’

Links between music and shape
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gesture/physical movement
The score/notation
Visual links
Change over time
Expression
Direction or energy
Feeling or emotion

Agreement statements
• 8 Statements with a modal response of ‘strongly agree’:
– I use the word 'shape' when talking about music in
preparation for performance
– Thinking about music in terms of 'shape' feels natural or
instinctive when preparing for, or during, a performance
– I use the idea of musical shape
• when practising alone
• when rehearsing with others
• when teaching

– I think about 'shape' when thinking about how to perform
• a whole movement of a piece
• a piece of music as a whole
• a musical phrase

– Musical ‘shape’ changes with the tension or intensity of
the music

Agreement statements
• 33 Statements with a modal response of
‘agree’ (selected examples shown):
– I think about 'shape'-related metaphors,
analogies or ideas when preparing for, or during
a performance
– Musical 'shape' is similar to a bodily gesture
– Musical ‘shape’ is linked with the emotive or
expressive attributes of the music
– Musical ‘shape’ is related to a plot or narrative

Agreement statements
• Statements with a modal response of
‘strongly disagree’:
– Thinking about music in terms of ‘shape’ feels
unnatural when preparing for, or during, a
performance

• Statements with a modal response of
‘disagree’:
– Musical ‘shape’ remains unchanged over a piece
of music
– Musical ‘shape’ goes from right to left with time

Agreement statements
• Statements with a modal response of
‘neither agree nor disagree’:
– Musical ‘shape’ moves outwards from a central
point
– Musical ‘shape’ has three dimensions

• Statements with a modal response of ‘This
doesn’t make sense/I can’t answer this’:
– Musical ‘shape’ moves inwards from peripheral
points
– Musical ‘shape’ has two dimensions
– Musical ‘shape’ has four dimensions

Preliminary Conclusions
• The idea of shaping music, or linking music
with shape, is commonly used, and ‘feels
natural’ to many performers
• Musical shape is perceived to change over
time
• Strongly linked to phrasing and form, but
multi-faceted

What next?
• Interview study
– Up to 30 performers, selected from the
questionnaire respondents
– Range of instruments
– Range of responses
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